Glutamine rotamers in BLUF photoreceptors: a mechanistic reappraisal.
The blue light using FAD (BLUF) photosensory protein domain is activated by a unique photoreaction that results in a hydrogen-bond rearrangement around the flavin chromophore. The chemical structure of the hydrogen bond switch is a long-standing debate: The two main hypotheses postulate rotation as opposed to tautomerization of a conserved glutamine residue. Attempts to resolve the debate were inconclusive so far, despite numerous experimental and computational studies. Here we propose physical criteria for the dark and light state structures as well as for the light-activation process to evaluate existing models of BLUF using quantum-chemical calculations. The glutamine rotamer assignment of the crystal structure with the pdb code 1YRX does not satisfy our criteria because after equilibrating the intermolecular forces the glutamine rotamer in 1YRX is incompatible with the experimental density. We identified the root of the mechanistic controversy in the incorrect glutamine rotamer assignment of 1YRX . Furthermore, we show that the glutamine side chain may rotate without light activation in the BLUF dark state. Finally, we demonstrate that the tautomerized glutamine is consistent with our criteria and observations of the BLUF light state.